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Introduction and Acknowledgement The Curriculum Development Unit has undertaken the comprehensive review of the curricula in four subject areas for the primary school level (Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies and Science and Technology). This is a mammoth undertaking that requires thoughtful discussions, planning and writing. However, it is a most necessary and overdue undertaking. Through our visits to schools, interaction with teachers and other consultations we recognize that there are some issues that require our immediate attention. To this end an Interim Curriculum Committee was formed to examine the Science and Technology curriculum for Kindergarten to Grade 6. This committee has been tasked with identifying the standards that students are to achieve, providing teachers with clearer guidance as it relates to particularly problematic topics, updating the content where necessary, and recommending topics for removal or inclusion. This committee, with its members drawn from schools across the federation, have therefore prepared this revision and/or edit of the 2001/2002 edition of the curriculum guide for the primary school. We remain grateful to those teachers who contributed to the referenced edition and credit their work. The members of the Interim Curriculum Committee are listed below: Glenroy Blanchette (Lecturer, Teacher Education Division of CFBC) Dureen Burt-Queeley (Sandy Point Primary) Juliette Claxton (Head of Science Department, Gingerland Secondary) Dawn Dos Santos (Head of Science Department, Cayon High School) Devon Harris (Dieppe Bay Primary) Jolanie Johnson (Saddlers Primary) Shefton Liburd (Education Officer responsible for Science and Technology, Department of Education, Nevis) Patrice Mills (Principal, St. Christopher’s Preparatory School) Joycelyn Pinney (Cayon Primary) Shawn Revan (George Moody Stuart) Lornette Webbe (Joycelyn Liburd Primary) We also appreciate the feedback we received from the Education Officers, Principals, Resource Teachers, all other teachers and stakeholders during the vetting of the recommendations and proposed Interim Curriculum.



Olston R. Strawn (Mr.) Science and Technology Coordinator, CDU
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Overview



(Sourced from 2001/2002 Science and Technology Curriculum Guide for Primary Schools) The development of the Primary Science and Technology Curriculum for St. Kitts and Nevis is based on the philosophy that the students live in an integrated world. Their lives are impacted by scientific, technological, societal, and environmental factors all of which influence the kinds of challenges which students must face in school and in the wider community. It is hoped that exposure to the experiences provided by this program will help to prepare students to live meaningful lives and to be valuable assets to the communities in which they live. Teachers are encouraged to become familiar with the information in the following pages of this overview before embarking on their teaching assignments. Mission The Primary Science and Technology programme will help students develop scientific and technological literacy, sensitize them to the relevance of science and technology in their lives, and give them insights into coping with the challenges provided by science and technology in their environment. Dimensions of Scientific and Technological Literacy1 By actively participating in primary science and technology, the students will be enabled to: a) understand the nature of science and scientific knowledge; b) understand the nature of technology and its role in various aspects of life; c) understand and accurately apply appropriate science concepts, principles, laws and theories in interacting with society and the environment; d) use science processes in solving problems, making decisions, and furthering understanding of society and the environment; e) think in a logical way about everyday events, weigh alternatives and use technological processes to solve everyday problems; f) understand and appreciate the joint enterprise of science and technology and the interrelationships of these with each other and with other aspects of society and the environment; g) develop manipulative skills associated with science and technology; h) interact with the various aspects of society and the environment in a way that is consistent with values that underlie science; i) develop a richer, more satisfying, and exciting view of society and the environment, and continue to extend this interest and attitude throughout life.



1



These are explained in more detail on page 62
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Programme Content Having accepted the recommendations made by the committee, this Interim Curriculum for Science and Technology now consists of 39 units to be covered across the primary school grades. These units cover a range of topics with particular emphasis on Earth Science, Life Science and Physical Science. A revised outline of the Yearly Scheme of Work is shown below. We also must reiterate that a minimum of three (3) class periods (of 35 – 40 minutes duration) per week should be allocated to the teaching of science and technology. Table 1: Revised Outline of Yearly Scheme of Work for Science and Technology



Grade



Term 1



Term 2



Term 3



Kindergarten



• The Weather • Matter



• Water • Making Things Move



• Living Things



Grade 1



• Living Things • The Senses



• The Earth • The Sky Above



• Motion



Grade 2



• The Weather • Air and Water



• Plant Growth • Habitats



• Food



Grade 3



• The Senses • Heat • Sound



• Animals • Plant Structure and Adaptation



• Properties of Matter • Machines



Grade 4



• Predicting Weather • Energy Conversions



• Light • Electricity



• Cells and Systems • Plant Diversity



Grade 5



• The Earth • Soil and Water Conservation



• Plant Structure and Function • Matter



• Heat



Grade 6



• Ecosystems • Growth and Development



• Energy Uses • Electricity and Magnetism



• The Solar System



If a primary school student is to derive the maximum benefit from exposure to this course, it is imperative that the instructional practices employed foster the development of science process and technology process skills in addition to and along with a certain curiosity and willingness to use their knowledge and understanding of scientific principles to solve the problems they will encounter in their daily lives. This can be satisfied if science and technology is taught, not merely as a body of scientific facts, but as and through inquiry; they are engaged in meaningful activities within the classroom and outdoors that stimulate exploration, observation, reporting, critical thinking to solve problems; they are given multiple opportunities to practice science and technology; multi-modal assessment is employed (portfolios, projects, reports, independent research, etc.) and not solely ‘paper and pencil’ tests. The series of units that follow, should therefore be pursued from this perspective and with this emphasis. The revisited specific objectives are listed and some sample teaching-learning activities have been reworked and continue to be included to provide another level of support to your practice. Introductory Material
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Unit Overview An understanding of the influence of biotic and abiotic factors within ecosystems is developed in this unit. Populations are examined and estimates of population sizes are made. Consideration will also be given to the interdependence of agriculture and the environment. The impact of humans on the environment is also considered. In addition to developing an understanding of environmental issues, students must become directly involved in helping to protect the environment. Whether it be cleaning up litter around the school, developing a recycling project, or writing to politicians in regard to environmental issues, action to help improve the environment is essential. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to: 1. 2. 3.



Discuss factors which influence the size of a population Recognize that a change in an ecosystem can affect life Develop responsibility for the protection of the environment



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5



identify biotic and abiotic factors within an ecosystem show how the abiotic factors in an system contribute to the support of life give examples of interactions among biotic factors in an ecosystem acquire skills in estimating the population of a region use food webs to construct food chains



2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5



identify some ways in which an ecosystem can change examine an ecosystem that has experienced change explain how living things compete for food and space illustrate ways in which one change within an ecosystem can produce further changes in that ecosystem suggest ways in which a change in an ecosystem may have widespread global implications



3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5



explain why the environment needs to be protected investigate the impact that humans have on ecosystems describe ways by which humans destroy ecosystems identify ways to protect the environment demonstrate an involvement in environmental protection



Unit 1: Ecosystems
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1. Biotic and Abiotic Factors in an Ecosystem Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1



identify biotic and abiotic factors within an ecosystem



Materials: • Magnifying glasses • small garden tools for digging • scissors • tweezers • assorted jars and containers with lids • shoe boxes • plastic bags • ½" dowels • String • crayons Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A3, C4, G2, H1, H2 Activities: 1.



Have groups of students stake off 6 ft. by 6 ft. study plots in the school yard or nearby field. Let them use dowels and string to mark off the area. Have each group examine their area carefully to find evidence of plant or animal life. (See teacher’s note). During the investigation, have students collect samples of organisms for further investigation in the classroom.



2.



Students should record the kind and number of each organism found in their plot. Indirect evidence of life, such as animal droppings or burrows, should also be noted. Students should try to determine if organic matter on the ground came from plants within the plot or was transported in from elsewhere. The observations may be categorized as follows: a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j.



3.



Unit 1: Ecosystems



Date and time of visit Vegetation - different types of plants Small animals found on the ground Large animals found on the ground Small animals found beneath the ground Large animals found beneath the ground Animals found on the vegetation Flying animals which are likely to visit the area Moving animals which are likely to visit the area Animals found in or on water



Have groups revisit their plots to identify non-living things found in these plots. Ask them to group the factors within an ecosystem as either living (biotic) or non-living (abiotic) factors.
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Competency Task: Sketch non-living components or abiotic factors in an ecosystem. Teachers Notes: Encourage students to share and rotate the responsibilities for the required tasks, such as investigating, observing, recording and reporting.



Unit 1: Ecosystems
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2. NonNon-Living Things Contribute to Life Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1



Show how the abiotic factors in an ecosystem contribute to the support of life



Materials: • Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A3, C2, C4, C10, D3, G2, H4 Activities: 1.



Brainstorm with students some of the ways in which living things and non-living things interact in an ecosystem. Emphasize that some interactions are essential and human life or other forms of life could cease to exist if a breakdown took place in essential interactions.



2.



Discuss how changes that take place in different areas of the Earth could affect a variety of living things. Be prepared to explore with students some of the complex patterns of dependence among different organisms. Show how changes in one ecosystem affects other ecosystems.



3.



Choose an ecosystem and have students identify the energy transformations and food webs in that system. Have them suggest how the abiotic factors within that ecosystem enable life to be sustained.



4.



Have students consider how changes in the ecosystem over time could affect life within the ecosystem. One suggested change could be industrial development suggesting to need to examine the resultant effects.



Competency Task: Write a description of how the non-living things in the environment affect plants. Consider such things as water, air, rocks and sunlight.



Unit 1: Ecosystems
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3. Best Friends: Biotic Interactions Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1



give examples of interactions among biotic factors in an ecosystem



Materials: • Off cuts • Markers • deck of cards with pairs of symbiotic relationships • one no- buddy card Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, C13, D3, G2, I1 Activities: 1.



Pass out cards with the names of animals which are usually involved in symbiotic relationships. Each card should have the name of one animal. Students will try to find their partners by means of matching pairs of animals which are usually found together. Examples of names are: Cattle, Egret, Tick, Dog, Crab, Snail shell, Barnacle, Whale. (Please note that the shell is not an animal but is depended upon by the crab. Try to find other examples of relationships to make the activity more meaningful. See the different relationships in the competency task below.)



2.



Pairs of students then find out through research why they are partners. They provide answers to the following questions: o Why do we live together? o What do we contributes to the relationship? o What benefits if any do we get from one another? o What would happen if one of us is removed?



3.



Engage the class in discussion on the various relationships and determine what each organism contributes to the relationship how each benefits. Pairs of students may be allowed to give short reports to the class telling about their relationship. Focus on those relationships with which the students are familiar, such as dog and tick, egret and cattle and then introduce others.



Competency Task: Divide the class into four groups. Let each group choose one of the following words: Symbiosis, commensalism, parasitism and mutualism. ‘Best Friends’ pair members will serve as resource persons and help groups to decide which pairs of relationship belong to each group. Unit 1: Ecosystems
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4. Estimating Population Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1



acquire skills in estimating the population of a region



Materials: • 4 stakes • tape measure Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C18, D3, G2, H2, I1 Activities: 1.



Engage students in a discussion on a national census. Ensure that they understand the reason for census taking. Introduce the concept of the population - a group of organisms that are all of the same species in a community.



2.



Ensure that students understand that different populations make a community. A lawn community may have populations of insects, worms, grasses and mushrooms.



3.



Have students estimate the total population of grass plants on a lawn or part of a lawn, say 20ft x 15ft. They can start by randomly selecting and marking off an area of the school lawn (The area bounded within a border 12" x 12" is suitable.) Groups of students will count the number of grass plants within the selected area.



4.



Bring the groups together and record the results on a table like the one below.



5.



Number of Grass Plants



1



18



2



13



3



10



4



6



5



15



Show the students how to estimate the population of grass plants on the lawn. The following procedure may be used: i. ii.



Unit 1: Ecosystems



Group Number



Calculate total area of plot in square feet (Using the above example: 20 ft. x 15 ft. = 300 sq. ft.) Find the average number of plants in the counted area (i.e. 12" x 12" or 1 sq. ft.). This is done by adding the numbers of plants found for each group and dividing by the number of groups. Using the table above: 7
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18 + 13 + 10 + 6 + 15 = 62 62 ÷ 5 = 12.4 (rounded to 12) Multiply the number of plants in the counted area by the area of the lawn. 12 x 300 = 3600 It can therefore be concluded that there are approximately 3600 grass plants on the area of lawn in question.



6.



Discuss the idea that some estimates have more credibility than others. Ensure that students understand that estimates should be more than just “wild guesses.” They must be reasonable. Have students examine whether or not their results are reasonable. Find out what assumptions were made in arriving at the estimate.



Competency Task: Students will estimate the number of weeds in the school garden. Other activities, which ask them to estimate populations in other communities may be added to this one.



Unit 1: Ecosystems
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5. Food Chains and Food Webs Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1 5.2



identify food webs and food chains in an ecosystem use food webs to construct food chains



Materials: • Posters showing food chains and food webs Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, C4, C10, D3, G2, H1, I1 Activities: 1.



Tell students they are going on a food hunt as detectives. Ask them to make a list of everything that they had for dinner on a particular day.



2.



After the lists are made divide students into small groups and have them trace where their food came from. Everything should be traced to a plant.



3.



As each food item is examined, have students create a flow diagram or chain which shows the major source of each food, from the product they eat, all the way back to the plant origin. For example: Wheat



4.



Flour



Spaghetti



Man



Have a general discussion with the students based on the question: What are some of the things you have learned from the activity? After the students have described things they have learned encourage them to make the following generalizations about food chains and webs: a. b. c.



Some food chains are long and others are short Since most consumers eat more than one kind of food they are usually part of many food chains Overcropping food chains in an ecosystem form a food web



Competency Tasks: A.



Ask students to use the organisms listed below to construct at least three food chains. People, Grass, Hawks, Earthworms, Rabbits, Carrots, Mice, Insects, Pigs, Cows, Robins, Corn



B.



Have students explain what will happen if one link in these food chains disappears.



Unit 1: Ecosystems



Grass



Goats



Leaves



Caterpillar



Man Bird 9
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6. Changes in the Ecosystem Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 6.1



identify some ways in which an ecosystem can change



Materials: • Jars • Water • Soil • two cups bird seed • water plants Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, D3, E4, F4, G2, H6, I1 Activities: 1.



Discuss ways by which humans encroach on the ecosystem. Have students describe what would happen if some of the habitats in an ecosystem are destroyed or if various types of pollutants are introduced. Consider the implications that these types of changes would have on living things within the ecosystem. Research actual case studies in St. Kitts or Nevis involving these changes.



2.



Place two inches (5 cm) of soil and 7 cm of water in a jar. Allow to settle overnight. Plant an aquatic plant in the jar. As the plant grows do not replace the water that evaporates from the jar.



3.



Add bird seeds gradually over time and observe and record what happens.



4.



The bird seed dies at first when there’s water in the jar. When the water evaporates down to the soil the bird seeds will now find the environment suitable and start to thrive.



5.



Add just sufficient water to keep the seedlings growing. The added water is a substitute for rainfall.



Competency Tasks: A.



Each students make a poster or drawing of what they saw happen to their ‘pond’.



B.



Write a description about how environments can change



Teachers Notes: The observations for this lesson may extend over a two to three week period. Remind students to record their observations on a regular basis.



Unit 1: Ecosystems
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7. How Ecosystems Change Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 7.1



examine an ecosystem that has experienced change



Materials: • Piece of raw meat • hand lens • piece of apple Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, D3, E4, F4, G2, H6, I1 Activities: 1.



Divide class into small groups and give each group a sample of each kind of material - apple and meat. Supply each group with a hand lens.



2.



Ask the groups to observe and record the properties of the pieces of meat and apple.



3.



Have students (groups) put the meat and apple in the school yard where they will not be disturbed by other people or animals.



4.



Have groups record any changes observed at the location each day for five days.



Competency Task: Ask students to describe any other changes that consumers or decomposers may cause in an ecosystem besides those they observed.



Unit 1: Ecosystems
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8. Competition Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 8.1



explain that living things compete for food and space



Materials: • 3 jars • Soil • 17 bean seeds • ruler Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, C4, C10, C12, C18, E4, G2 Activities: 1.



Engage students in a discussion on what it would be like to be on a sinking ship with a lifeboat that cannot hold all who wish to be saved. Let students give different scenarios that could be played out.



2.



Advise them that the same thing applies in the natural world where living things constantly struggle for available resources. Inform class that today we will explore how living things compete for food and space.



3.



Divide the class into three groups and distribute materials among the groups. Advise the groups to follow the instructions either on a card or on the chalk board. Instructions a. Fill each cup almost to the top with soil b. Give each group a label A, B or C. Have them label jars similarly c. Plant 10 seeds in A, 5 seeds in jar B and 2 seeds in cup C. Plant seeds about one cm below the surface of the soil. d. Place jars in a sunny location. Water the seeds as needed for several days. e. Make a chart for recording what you observe after 5 days f. Record the number of bean plants that appear in each cup after 5, 10 and 15 days. Competition Among Bean Plants



4.



Unit 1: Ecosystems



Cup



Beans Planted



A



10



B



5



C



2



After 5 days



As a summary discuss students’ findings: - How many bean plants were growing in each jar? - In which cup/jar did all the beans sprout? 12
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In which cup did the tallest bean plant grow?



Competency Task: Have students respond to the following: 1. 2. 3.



Unit 1: Ecosystems



In which cup was the least competition? Discuss the effects that competition have on the growth of the bean plants. You have a cage with two rabbits and enough food and water. What could happen if you add two more rabbits to the cage?
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9. The Environment and You Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 9.1



identify ways to protect the environment



Materials: • Video of undersea life • Posters • Markers and crayons Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A3, C2, C10, C12, D3, H6, I1 Activities: 1.



Let students view a video of an underwater environment. Discuss the non-living and living things (abiotic and biotic factors) observed.



2.



Brainstorm ways in which the environment needs to be protected. Keep the list of ideas posted for the students’ reference



3.



Divide the class into two groups. Have one find out more about protecting biotic factors and the other find about protecting abiotic factors. Ensure that they understand these terms



4.



Using the brainstorm results as a starting point, students in each group discuss why the environment needs to be protected. Give them the opportunity to search for further information.



5.



After the research has been done ask the students to divide into groups to make two murals - one of an unprotected environment and the other portraying an environment that was once unprotected and later became protected



Competency Task: Make slogans or write poems about keeping the environment clean.



Unit 1: Ecosystems
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Unit Overview Reproduction in different organisms is considered in this unit. The way in which inherited traits are passed from parents to offspring is also examined. Stages of development in the human life cycle are described. Physical and other changes that take place during each stage are noted. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to 1. 2. 3.



Explain how different organisms reproduce Demonstrate appreciation for the basic principles of heredity Describe the stages in the human life cycle



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1



compare how different organisms reproduce



2.1 2.2



explain how traits are passed from parents to offspring through genes identify dominant and recessive genes as being responsible for variation in offspring



3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4



identify infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and old age as stages in human development describe physical changes that occur during each stage of human development describe mental and social changes that occur during human development compare the human life cycle to that of other organisms



Unit 2: Growth and Development
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1. How Different Organisms Reproduce Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1



compare how different organisms reproduce



Materials: • Charts/handouts of how various organisms reproduce • potato tuber with shoots growing from eyes • banana sucker • plant cutting • plant graft Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C1, C4, C10, C14, D2, D3 Activities: 1.



Engage students in a discussion to find out what types of organisms reproduce by seemingly strange ways. For example some organisms reproduce without mating.



2.



Introduce the term ‘asexual reproduction’ or vegetative propagation so named because it is the method of growing new plants using their vegetative parts. Have students identify organisms which reproduce by this method. Some examples include potato, banana, sugar cane, and love bush, which produce new plants by their roots, stems, or leaves. The potato tuber produces shoots which grow out of the axillary bud or ‘eye’. New banana plants appear as suckers. Sometimes cutting and grafting are used as artificial means of asexual reproduction. See diagram for some examples.



3.



Introduce the term ‘sexual reproduction’ which involves mating in animals and pollination in plants. In animals male sex cells called sperms are introduced into the female by sexual intercourse and one of these joins with the female sex cell or egg to give rise to a new organism. In plants male sex cells called pollen grains join with female sex cells called ova (singular ovum) to form seeds which eventually give rise to new organisms. Organisms which carry out sexual reproduction include seed bearing plants, insects, reptiles, birds, fishes, and mammals such as human beings, among others.



Unit 2: Growth and Development
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The diagram below provides an example of sexual fertilization in plants.



Competency Task: Have students compare and contrast sexual and asexual reproduction and give examples of each. Teacher Notes: Use samples, diagrams, charts and worksheets to demonstrate and enhance the concepts to be taught in this lesson.



Unit 2: Growth and Development
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2. The Basic Principles of Heredity Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1 2.2



explain how traits are passed from parents to offspring through genes identify dominant and recessive genes as being responsible for variations in offspring



Materials: • Diagram of a genealogical tree showing three generations Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, C4, C10, D3, D9, H1, I1 Activities: 1.



Engage students in a discussion on likenesses among organisms. Have them describe situations where they have seen the offspring of two parents look almost exactly like one parent or has characteristics of both parents. Use examples of organisms with which they are familiar such as people, cattle, goats, sheep, fowls, dogs, cats, etc. allow opportunities for students to list as many different traits as possible.



2.



Find out if any of your students could explain why offspring have many of their parents’ characteristics. Give them opportunities to explain. You can supplement their answers by mentioning the role of genes in passing genetic information from parents to offspring. Discuss in the next Session.



3.



Have students complete the genealogical tree by doing the following: a. Write down the names of your father’s or mother’s parents b. Write down the names of the children they had c. List the children that these children of your grandparents had This assignment may be started in class and continued as a homework assignment.



Competency Task: Ask your father/mother about a physical trait that runs in his/her family and trace it by writing it next to the names of the persons on your tree who had it. The genealogical tree of both parents could be traced if possible.



Unit 2: Growth and Development
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3. Variations in Organisms Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1 3.2



describe how dominant and recessive genes result in variations in offspring identify dominant and recessive traits



Materials: • diagram of a genealogical tree showing three generations • flowers and mice experiments Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, C4, C10, D3, D9, H1, I1 Activities: 1.



Check homework assignments and ask whether any student found out how various traits are passed on from parents to offspring. Follow up on their responses by introducing them to the chromosomes of our body cells and their role in carrying genetic information.



2.



Have students attempt to explain why some traits are more pronounced than others. Explain that some traits are dominant (always show if they are present) and some are recessive (hidden and only show when the dominant traits are not present). a. Tongue rolling ability -



T (dominant gene and ability to roll the tongue) t (recessive gene, person cannot roll the tongue)



b. Tomatoes -



R (red fruit colour dominant) r (yellow fruit colour recessive)



You may provide other examples (such as hair colour, eye colour, dimples, etc.) 2.



Students will trace a trait throughout three generations of a family tree and determine from their observations whether it is dominant or recessive trait.



Unit 2: Growth and Development
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4. The Stages of the Human Life Cycle Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 Materials: • •



identify infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood and old age as stages of human development describe physical changes that occur during each stage of human development describe mental and social changes that occur during human development compare the human life cycle to that of other organisms



Charts of the four stages of human development flashcards and handouts of the characteristics of each stage



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C1, C4, C10, C14, H1, I1 Activities: 1.



Have students identify the main stages of human development and list characteristics of each infancy, childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. Help them describe the changes that occur during each of these stages.



2.



Divide the class into four groups. Assign each group one stage and have them role play the characteristics of that stage.



3.



Ask each group to describe how one’s thinking changes during each stage and how it affects one social interactions.



4.



Choose an incident that happens in a person’s life and have each of the same groups demonstrate how each stage would react to this incident. Carefully guide the class through the mental and social changes that occur.



5.



Compare how human development differs from that of other organisms. Why?



Competency Tasks:



A.



Have students list the four stages of human development and list three characteristics of each stage.



B.



Given an incident in a person’s life, have each student trace, through each of the four stages, how the person’s mental development will influence how that person will react to the incident and how this will affect the person socially.
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Unit Overview Various forms and sources of energy are described in this unit. Students examine different uses of energy, evaluating them according to their risks and benefits. Environmental consequences resulting from energy use should be considered. The need to promote energy conservation is stressed in this unit. Merely recognizing the need to conserve energy is of little consequence unless people attempt to change their behaviour and lifestyle. Students must also demonstrate involvement in energy conservation and help to promote it in their school or community. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to



1. 2. 3.



Identify forms and sources of energy Evaluate different uses of energy Recognize the need to conserve energy



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4



list at least five forms of energy identify four sources of energy identify some energy transformations distinguish between renewable and non-renewable energy resources



2.1 2.2



identify ways in which energy is being used identify environmental consequences resulting from energy use



3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4



state problems associated with increased use of energy identify and explain the uses of alternative sources of energy suggest ways to conserve energy demonstrate an involvement in energy conservation
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1. Forms of Energy Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1



list at least five forms of energy



Materials: • Whistle • empty tins • candles • dry cells Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, C7, C9, C13, D1, D4 Activities: 1.



Initiate discussion on why people need energy. List students’ responses on board. Some of these may include statements such as, people need energy to keep them alive, or to allow them to work.



2.



Working in groups, students do a set of three activities. Identify the form of energy involved in the following actions: a. stretch a rubber band (Potential) b. shake tin containing nails (Sound) c. roll ball across the floor (Kinetic) d. boiling water (Heat) e. television set working (Heat, Light, Electrical, Sound) You may add other actions to this list. Students can make a table listing the activities they have performed and the main form of energy involved.



Teacher’s Notes: Energy is the ability to do work. That is, energy is needed to do work. Some forms of energy are heat, light, sound, kinetic, electrical, chemical and potential. Potential energy is stored energy such as a ball on a hill or a stretched rubber band.
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2. Using Energy in Every Day Life Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1



identify four sources of energy



Materials: • Apple • pictures showing energy use Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C13, D1, D2, D4, H4 Activities: 1.



Present students with a set of pictures showing energy being used up. Working in pairs, they determine where the energy comes from. Request students to do a few additional activities such as: a. burn a candle b. light a bulb c. run across room Add others and discuss the form of energy involved in each one.



2.



Ask students to devise an activity and challenge fellow students to work out the main form of energy involved. They will have fun doing this while learning how they could generate their own ideas.



3.



Ask students where energy comes from. Have them name various sources of energy and say how the energy from those sources is used up. Here are some examples: Energy source



Use



Food Petrol Sun



Working and playing Chemical energy to make a car go Used in photosynthesis



Competency Task: Have students identify four sources of energy and state how the energy is used. They may list energy sources mentioned in the lesson but advise them to find other used.
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3. Energy Transformations Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1



identify some energy transformations



Materials: • Source of heat • noise making toys • ball • ramp (incline) • flashlight • metal rods Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: B3, C13, D2, D3, D4 Activities: 1.



Roll a ball down a slope. A ramp could be set up in the class for this activity. Elicit from students the energy at the start and beginning of the transformation. Introduce them to the terms ‘Potential’ and ‘Kinetic’ if they appear to be unfamiliar with them.



2.



Have students share with the class their concept of energy transformation - changing energy from one form to another. Involve students in activities in which transformation of energy occurs. Some examples include lighting a candle, rattle things in tins, switching on a flashlight, etc.



3.



Students will suggest other examples of energy transformations e.g. buzzer ringing, bicycle generator lighting headlamp, telephone, etc.



Competency Task: Circulate work cards with activities and have students identify the energy transformations taking place. For example one activity could be to ask the students to make a toy windmill. The energy transformation when it is working is from potential energy to kinetic energy. Please make up other activities.
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4. Renewable and NonNon-renewable Energy Resources Duration:



1 – 2 Session(s)



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 6.1



distinguish between renewable and non-renewable energy resources



Materials: • Dry cell • Kerosene • Plants • Wood • bottle caps (metal) Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A7, B4, C12, D3, F4 Activities: 1.



Have students recall energy resources studied in previous lessons. Lists some of these resources on the board. Elicit from students the main energy resources used by man today. The class may come to consensus that natural gas, petroleum products, coal, and electricity are the major energy resources.



2.



In groups of three have students carry out the following activities: a. b. c. d. e.



Burn a few drops of kerosene in a bottle lid Burn a candle Light a match and watch it burn Turn on a flashlight for a few minutes Turn on a radio or electric fan



(You may add others here). Have students identify the energy resource that was used in each case. Warn students to be very careful. 3.



Have students identify those resources that could be renewed and those that are non-renewable. Initiate discussion on the history of energy use to show how world energy use has moved from dependence on renewable energy sources to non-renewable sources. For example see teacher’s note at the end of the lesson.



4.



Discuss the formation of oil emphasizing the length of time for its formation. Emphasize also how resources are being depleted by increased demands for them.
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B.



Ask them to collect pictures of non-renewable energy resources and/or appliances or objects that use those resources such as fans, cars, television sets, etc.



C.



Have students list a few characteristics of a renewable energy resource.



Teacher’s Notes:



a.



Primitive societies depended directly on the sun for heat, light, and the chemical energy stored by green plants through photosynthesis.



b.



Early civilizations invented the water wheel and windmill helped to provide water power. Wood was also a primary source of domestic heating and fire for domestic and industrial purposes.



c.



By the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as wood got scarce coal was substituted thus making the shift to non-renewable energy resources.



d.



With the nineteenth century came the invention of the battery, greater use of coal, oil exploitation, and use of electricity.



e.



During the twentieth century use of electricity increased, the major petroleum product shifted from kerosene to fuel oil to gasoline. Nuclear energy was introduced during World War II to generate electricity. There was also increased dependence on oil and natural after 1955 especially in the U.S.A.



Definitions: Non-renewable energy resources are those resources not being replaced during the time span of human history. Renewable resources are recycled by natural processes within a relatively brief span of time. Fresh water, wind, sunshine, and plants are examples of resources that replace themselves over short periods of time.
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5. Energy Usage Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1



identify ways in which energy is being used



Materials: • Flashlight • pendulum bob • support stand • hammer • nail • board Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C12, C13, F1, F3 Activities: 1.



Assemble a simple pendulum. Demonstrate energy transformation and have students name the type of energy at the points labelled A, B, and C. Discuss what happens to the energy when the bob moves from point A to point B, from point B to point C and vice versa. (A nail may be used to swing the pendulum on instead of a ring as seen in the diagram.)



2.



Use a hammer and nail to demonstrate that potential energy can be converted to kinetic energy which is further used as work. When the hammer is raised it has potential energy. As the hammer is lowered it has kinetic energy which does work as it drives a nail into a piece of wood.



3.



Turn on a flashlight and have students explain the energy conversions from potential or chemical energy in the cell to electrical energy in the wire to heat and light in the lamp as the chemical energy is used up.
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Have students identify and describe other situations in which energy is used up. Some examples may include energy used by vehicles, stoves, athletes, home appliances, plants, etc.
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6. Environmental Consequences of Energy Use Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 6.1



identify environmental consequences resulting from energy use



Materials: • Information from Government offices related to energy consumption - these could include tables, graphs, and charts Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, C12, C13, F3, F4, H4 Activities: 1.



Have students engage in a discussion on energy consumption in St. Kitts or Nevis. They may identify energy use by sector such as transportation, residential/commercial, and industrial. Transportation Movement of people and goods by automobile, airplane, bus, truck, railroad, ship. Most of the energy for these comes from oil. Residential/Commercial Homes, businesses, hospitals, schools, hotels, churches. Refrigeration, air conditioning, and cooking are the main processes requiring energy and the energy for these comes from natural gas, oil, and electricity. Industrial Energy is needed for three important processes. These are production of process steam, direct heating, and driving machinery with electricity. The energy for these comes from natural gas, oil, and electricity.



2.



It would be meaningful if you could get information on the percentage energy consumption in St. Kitts or Nevis for a certain time period. You should be able to get that information from your Department of Commerce or the Department of Trade and Industry. Share this information with your class.



3.



Have the students extend their thinking beyond local energy use to global energy use. Lead them to consider the three primary sources of non-renewable energy which include fossil fuels, hydropower, and nuclear power. Fossil fuels provide coal, oil, and natural gas which are all primary sources. Nuclear and hydroelectric plants produce electricity as a secondary source of energy.



4.



Engage students in a study of the implications of energy use both on the local and global scale. Large countries such as the United States meet about nine-tenths of their energy demands by oil, natural gas, and coal in that order. However research shows that the reserves of coal are much greater than those of oil and natural gas. Note, therefore, that the U.S.A is tied to resources whose supplies are limited and diminishing and it is most dependent on the fuels which are least abundant.
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5.



Lead students to see that since the Federation imports all of its oil and natural gas we run a great risk if these resources are scarce at the global level. Prices will go up and we may not be able to buy the amount required to meet our needs.



6.



Discuss the impact which the increased use of energy-consuming goods have on the country. Advertising promotes greater use of these goods in the home - air conditioners, appliances, plastics; and in the office - computers, duplicating machines, etc.
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7. Energy and the Environment Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 7.1



state problems associated with increased use of energy



Materials: • Pictures of cars, home appliances, power tools Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, C13, F1, F3, F4, H4, I1 Activities: 1.



Allow students to talk about a dream home. A home with lots of energy consuming devices. Encourage their creativity in outfitting their homes.



2.



Place students in groups and have each group discuss the increased use of cars, power tools and home appliances and problems associated with this. (Pictures of expensive homes, power tools and home appliances may be provided.)



3.



Have groups report their findings and discuss any adverse effects caused by increased demand for fossils fuels such as oil and natural gas. Elicit several problems caused by increase demand for energy - greenhouse effect, dependence on high risk energy resources like nuclear power, and greater economic costs.



4.



Turn students’ attention to environmental problems including air, land, and water pollution. Air pollution is caused by burning of fossil fuels such as coal and oil, and petroleum products such as gasoline and diesel. Coal mining and drilling for offshore oil and gas along with transporting fuel by ship have increased pollution on land and water. Discuss damage to marine environment caused by oil spills severely affecting birds and fishes. The transportation of nuclear waste material also poses potential hazards along the chosen transport routes.



5.



Discuss how the manufacture and use of charcoal at the local level is negatively impacting on the environment. The indiscriminate cutting of tries to make charcoal leads to deforestation and eventually erosion. The increased use of charcoal in bar-be-que grills leads to increased air pollution.



Competency Tasks: A.



Have students compile a list of problems caused by increasing energy demand and say how these problems could be averted.



B.



Have students research and report on how acid rain is produced.
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8. Alternative Sources of Energy Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 8.1



identify and explain the uses of alternative sources of energy



Materials: • Batteries • Candle • material for making water wheel • pictures of energy sources Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, C13, F1, F3, F4, H4, I1 Activities: 1.



Have students give report on the competency task from the last lesson. Ask students what should be done to slow down the use of non-renewable sources of energy. Encourage focus on such alternatives as more efficient processing, better and more efficient use of these resources, and greater dependence on renewable resources.



2.



Have students identify alternative forms of renewable energy including: a. trapping solar energy by means of solar cells for active heating, for passive heating of homes and commercial buildings, for providing electricity. b. biofuels from plants grown for their energy, e.g. charcoal, and from solid wastes such as urban waste, sewage sludge, industrial waste, and agricultural residues. These wastes are burned in large countries to generate steam for heating or providing electricity. It may also be acted upon by bacteria to produce methane gas. Farm or agricultural residues may also be fermented to alcohol. c. wind energy is harnessed by windmills which use the mechanical energy of their rotating blades to do mechanical work such as pumping water or to produce electrical or heat energy. d. nuclear fusion which could produce electricity by the radioactive decay of elements. e. geothermal energy which is the heat produced within the Earth’s crust. It is used for heating buildings in cold countries by pumping steam and hot water to them. The steam is also used to produce electricity from steam-driven turbine-generators. f.



tidal power a very limited means of producing electricity using the tides which turn large generators.



g. fuel cells used to convert chemical energy directly into electrical energy. The fuel cell operates on the battery principal with one important difference - the fuel supply is continuous and the cell does not need recharging. Unit 3: Energy Uses
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3.



Have teams work together to make water wheels. Allow students to observe then describe their operation of the water wheel. Have students explain how potential energy of falling water is used to operate hydroelectric stations.



4.



Have students demonstrate the uses of some of the alternative sources of energy. For example, use garbage to heat water, making steam to spin a turbine and generate electricity. Encourage students to explain the process involved in each and the changes that is taking place.



Competency Tasks: Have students suggest alternative energy resources which are environmentally safe. Examples may include hydroelectric power, wind, solar power and tidal power.
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9. Energy Conservation Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 9.1 9.2



suggest ways to conserve energy demonstrate an involvement in energy conservation



Materials: • Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, C12, C13, F1, F3, F4, H4, I1 Activities: 1.



Have students discuss what energy conservation means. Responses may include wise use of energy resources by curtailment, matching energy use to energy resources in order to decrease waste, and improvement in efficiency. It does not mean eliminating consumption altogether.



2.



Divide the class into three groups and have each group discuss conservation with respect to one of the following: Transportation, Industry, and Residential/Commercial/Personal. Give each group the opportunity to report at the end of the activity. Add the following suggestions if they are not presented: Transportation: Reduced travel; plan ahead and make fewer trips; walk or use a bicycle when appropriate; get involved in carpooling; diesel engines use less energy than gasoline engines; when driving observe the speed limit, accelerate smoothly and drive at a steady pace. Industry: Reduced lighting; plug leaks in air conditioned buildings; keep equipment clean and well maintained; recycle and use waste that can be recycled; waste heat given off by engine exhaust, heat treatments, furnaces, and drying ovens can be recovered for further use; use computers to monitor and control industrial processes. Residential/Commercial/Personal: Properly close air conditioned buildings; decrease hot water consumption by setting back the thermometer; use washing machines and dishwashers to capacity; take shorter showers; wash clothes in cold water rather than hot water; replace present hot water heater with a solar or gas water heater; fluorescent lights are more energy efficient that incandescent lights; grow own garden.



3.



Discuss advantages and disadvantages of energy conservation. Advantages: Energy saved by conservation is available for use elsewhere without the expense of ‘new’ energy; consumers save money; methods of conservation are labour intensive, therefore, they supply additional jobs; reduced environmental effects of energy production, transport and use; reduction in oil consumption strengthens national security and economy.
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Disadvantages: Personal comfort, convenience, and freedom may be reduced; conservation can lead to unemployment in industry; ‘tight’ buildings may reduce indoor air quality; higher energy prices as a result of conservation adversely affects the poor. Competency Task: Have all students write a paragraph on an activity they are involved in to conserve energy. Where there are a few students who are not involved give them suggestions of things they could do. If there is a large number of involved in energy conservation develop a class energy conservation project so that all of your students could become involved in it.
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Unit Overview This unit examines electricity as a form of energy. It also examines how that energy is used. Students are given opportunities to compare different types of electric circuits and to determine which circuits would be most efficient in different situations. Students also investigate static and current electricity. They investigate the relationship between electricity and magnetism through experimentation and manipulation of materials. Theoretical, abstract material should be avoided. General Objectives: By the end of the unit students should be able to: 1. 2. 3.



Investigate static and current electricity Recognize that electricity is a useful form of energy Explore the relationship between electricity and magnetism



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3



define the concept of static electricity explain how an object can acquire static electricity define the concept of current electricity



2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6



design simple circuits using the dry cell, wire and bulbs demonstrate the operation of each part of a circuit board classify solids as conductors and non-conductors predict which solids will conduct electricity demonstrate that some liquids and solutions conduct electricity show how a fuse works



3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.10 3.11 3.12 3.13



define the term ‘magnet’ name at least three types of magnets identify the poles of a magnet distinguish between the poles of a magnet distinguish between temporary and permanent magnets demonstrate attraction and repulsion of magnets state the first law of magnetism name different types of magnets describe how different types of magnets are used construct electromagnets and demonstrate how they work identify the poles of a magnet through testing construct a simple electromagnet identify the differences in strength of electromagnets
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1. Static Electricity Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1



differentiate between static and current electricity



Materials: • Comb • plastic brush • balloon • sweater • flannel • nylon • tin foil • water • plastic bag Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C13, D3, D9, G6, I1 Activities: 1. Have students discuss times when they experienced an electric shock but there seemed to be no electric current. Have them describe situations in which they saw it happen to others whether in reality of on television. Tell them that they are going to find out what this type of electricity is. 2.



Have students rub a comb or plastic brush through their hair and then see how many pieces of paper they could pick up with it. Ask them to try and see who could pick up the most pieces of paper. They could try rubbing the comb or brush twice as many strokes or three times as many strokes.



3.



Ask students if they think they could stick a balloon to the wall. Have them experiment to see which of two methods will cause the balloon to stick to the classroom wall the longest. a. Have them rub the balloon in their hair and try to stick it to the wall. b. Next have them rub it on their clothes and try to stick it to the wall. c. They may repeat using different fabrics.



4.



Have students rub other objects such as a sweater and a balloon or a ping pong ball and a plastic bag and use them to attract small objects hanging from a string. Examples may include a small ball of tin foil, plastic toothpick, or a broom straw.



5.



Have students do something different. Ask them to rub a comb or plastic spoon in a piece of flannel or nylon and hold it very close to slow-running water from a tap. They will observe that the charged object deflects the water. Students now recognize that charged objects attract some objects and deflect or repel others. Explain the difference between the positive and negative charges of the objects.



Competency Task: Have class discuss the difference between the static electricity they just experienced with the current electricity in their homes. Provide help. Unit 4: Electricity and Magnetism
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2. Current Electricity Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1 2.2 2.3



define the term ‘current electricity’ identify items that are electrical conductors and insulators distinguish between insulators and conductors



Materials: • Dry cells (1.5V) • Lamps • wire connectors • circuit boards • a variety of objects made from plastics, wood, glass, leather, cloth, paper, stone, clay, porcelain, lead, iron, zinc, water, steel, aluminum, rubber, cord, steel wool, etc. Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, D3, D4, D9, G3, G6, I1 Activities: 1.



Separate students into teams of three (3). (Communicator, Tracker, Manager). Give each team a circuit board, wires (connectors), dry cells, and flashlight lamps. Teams construct simple circuits using instructional cards and demonstrate how the circuits work. Ask students to explain why the lamps show light. Explain what current electricity is.



2.



Have students replace wire in simple circuit with objects provided. Observe and record results in a table under the headings ‘Electricity will pass’ and ‘Electricity will not pass’. Discuss results. Explain that those objects which allow electricity to pass through are ‘conductors’ and those it will not allow electricity to pass through are ‘insulators’.



Competency Task: Have students list as many conductors and insulators as they could find in the classroom in five minutes. Teacher’s Note: Refer to the circuit diagrams in the unit on Energy on page 124. Warn students of danger when working with electricity.
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3. Simple Circuits Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1



design simple circuits using the dry cell, wire and bulbs



Materials: • Wire • dry cell • bulbs Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C15, E7, E8, G6 Activities: 1.



Ask students if they were given a wire and a dry cell, if they can get bulb light. Let them suggest through the use of diagrams how this could be done.



2.



Group students in pairs and let them conduct experiments, using diagrams as guides in trying to get the bulb lighted. Have them observe and note connections which light and those which did not.



3.



Present diagrams to class of various circuits, and have students use these as guides to conduct experiments to get the bulb light. Compare results of this experiment with those of the previous ones, as well as the explanation given.



4.



Students will demonstrate alternative designs of simple electrical circuits. Have students construct a circuit board, using wire, bulb, dry cell, nails, paper clip, and a piece of board. Ask them to use their creativity to come up with different types of circuit boards.



Competency Task: Ask students to work in groups to make a circuit tester. The tester could be in the form of a game or warning system.
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4. Parts of the Circuit Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1



demonstrate the operation of each part of a circuit board



Materials: • Simple electrical circuits with all parts e.g. cell, switch, switch with holder, lamp Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C16, D3, G6 Activities: 1.



Provide a closed circuit for the students and have them identify and name each part of it. Students will then be questioned as to what they believe will happen if one of the circuits is disconnected. Record students’ predictions.



2.



Allow individual students to remove parts of the circuit e.g. a dry cell, and have the others observe what happens. Let the students explain why the result was as observed - the bulb went out. Lead students to conclude that each part of the electrical circuit must be connected if the circuit is to be closed and subsequently become functional.



3.



Draw symbols used in an electrical circuit on the blackboard and help students to name them and explain their function. The symbols used should include lamps, dry cells, batteries, switches, and connecting wires. In subsequent lessons fuses, ammeters, voltmeters, and resistors should be added.
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5. Conductors and NonNon-Conductors Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1



classify solids as conductors and non-conductors



Materials: • Examples of materials which are conductors and non-conductors • simple electrical circuit Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C13, D1, D2, D3, D4 Activities: 1.



Ask the following question: “Can you tell some solids which you think will conduct electricity?” List students’ responses on board.



2.



Group students, giving each group a set of solids they will test to find out their ability to conduct electricity. Let students make note of those solids which conduct electricity and those which do not.



3.



Have each group report on their observations looking at similarities (and differences) between conductors. They should come to the conclusion that the conductors are metal.



4.



Have students make a chart to classify items as shown below. Conductors Silver, spoon Nail, knife



Non-Conductors glass, rubber wood, plastic



Competency Task: Let students differentiate between conductors and non-conductors in a short paragraph and at the same time give examples of non-conductors and conductors found in the home.
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6. Solid Conductors Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 6.1



predict which solids will conduct electricity



Materials: • Different kinds of solids • simple electrical circuits • ruled sheets of paper Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C11, C13, D3, D10 Activities: 1.



Provide and display solids to class and get responses on which ones they predict will conduct electricity.



2.



Group students and give each group a tabulated sheet of paper with the responses ‘yes’ and ‘no’. Have students in their groups conduct simple experiments to find out which of the solids conduct electricity. Have them record observations by ticking the appropriate column in the table.



3.



Have the groups share their observations with the rest of the class. During the ensuing discussion students should be able to conclude that solid conductors of electricity are made of metals or alloys of metal.



4.



Have students work in groups and use alternative materials as conductors in simple electrical circuits e.g. paper clips, foil paper, etc.



Competency Task: Let students share ideas of how we make use of conductors and non-conductors in our daily life, and examples of conductors found in the home.
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7. Liquid Conductors Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 7.1



demonstrate that some liquids and solutions conduct electricity



Materials: • Batteries • pieces of wire • beaker • bulb • solutions and/or liquids e.g. salt water, lime juice, vinegar, kerosene, washing up liquid, plain water Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C11, C13, D2, D3, D10 Activities: 1. Ask the following question: “Can you tell some liquids which you think will conduct electricity?” List students’ responses on the board. 2.



Provide students with a dry cell, wire, bulbs and a liquid solution to make a complete circuit and conduct experiments to demonstrate that some liquids will conduct electricity. Set up a simple circuit comprised of a battery, lamp, and connecting wires. Place the ends of wire in different solutions and observe whether the lamp lights. Let students observe and note which solutions conduct electricity.



3.



Let students report to peers, what they observed during the experiments. Students should realize that liquids/solutions which conducts electricity, usually, create bubbles when the wire is submerged in them. Explain to students that liquids which conducts electricity are called electrolytes. Also, electrolytes are capable of conducting electricity due to the chemical change which takes place when the wires and solution react with each other. This change usually shows as bubbles at the end of the wire in solution.



Competency Task: Have students conduct their own experiments to find out which solutions/liquids will conduct electricity. Have then write results in a table such as the one below. Solution



Conductor



Non-Conductor



vinegar sugar solution lime juice
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8. Fuses Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 8.1



show how a fuse works



Materials: • Lamp • Wire • dry cells • strands of steel wool Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, D3, D4, D8 Activities: 1.



Ask students what they think would happen if there is too much energy in an electric circuit. Note possible answers: the lamp gets brighter, the lamp will burn out, the glass will crack.



2.



Group students and have them conduct an experiment using different numbers of cells in a circuit with one lamp. Advise them to start with one cell and each time they add another cell they record their observations. The lamp should eventually burn out.



3.



Let students explain why the observed results were achieved. The results should indicate that as cells are added the lamp gets brighter until it finally burns out. Students should realize that the amount of electrical current flowing to an appliance can affect its functioning.



4.



Ask students what could be done to prevent damage to appliances in cases of too much energy in the circuit. If they are not familiar with the fuse, you can use the following activity to introduce them to its function: Present each group with a dry cells, connecting wire, and strands of steel wool. Have them make a simple circuit and place a strand of steel wool in the circuit instead of a lamp. Keep adding dry cells one at a time and observe what happens. Students should observe that the wire got real hot and melted after two or three cells were added. Continue experimenting using wires of different sizes. Students should at the end of the experiment conclude that the thicker the wire the more difficult it is to burn out.



5.



Use the results of Activity 4 to explain the function of the fuse in an electric circuit. The fuse would burn our first if there is a surge of electricity in the circuit thus breaking the circuit. In this way the fuse protects the appliances in the circuit.
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9. Working with Magnets Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6



define the term ‘magnet’ name at least three types of magnets identify and distinguish between the poles of a magnet distinguish between temporary and permanent magnets demonstrate attraction and repulsion of magnets state the first law of magnetism



Materials: • Magnets of various shapes (bar, horse, shoe etc.) and sizes • items attracted by magnetic force • electromagnets • fillings • lodestone • magnets with poles • steel bar • dry cells Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, B3, C2, C17, D3, G6 Activities: 1.



Separate class into teams of three. Provide each team with different magnets and objects which can be attracted or repelled by magnetic force. Allow teams to experiment with the magnets.



2.



Have each team write a definition of a magnet. Compare definitions and agree on one for the class.



3.



Have teams make their own magnets and demonstrate their uses. The following instructions may be helpful: Make temporary magnets by one of these methods. A. Stroke a steel bar from end to end with magnet. Stroke the bar in one (1) direction. Use one (1) pole (end) of magnet and lift the magnet high after each stroke to avoid interfering with the alignment of the particles. B. Place a piece of steel bar near to or touching pole of magnet for a few minutes.



4.



Compare temporary and permanent magnets. Use both types to test for attraction and repulsion. Have students record their results. (Use labelled magnets for this activity)



5.



Question students to elicit the ideas that the ends of the magnet, being poles (north and south) compare to the poles of the earth.
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6.



Use magnets with marked poles and check attraction and repulsion. Have students discuss observations and formulate a law of magnetism (like poles repel, unlike poles attract).



7.



Read story detailing use of magnets by Greeks in 600 B.C. using lodestone attached to wooden splint. [Look up either lodestone or magnetite in an encyclopaedia.]



8.



Divide class into teams and provide each with lodestone, splints and information on magnets (use reference books). Demonstrate how to use an ancient magnetic compass using lodestone attached to splint. Have the students compare the use of magnets many years ago with how they are used today.



Competency Task: Have teams of students prepare charts showing the development and use of magnets. Display team’s work in class.
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10. How People Use Magnets Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.4



name different types of magnets describe how different types of magnets are used construct electromagnets and demonstrate how they work identify the poles of a magnet through testing



Materials: • Insulated wires • dry cells • steel bar • marked magnets • iron filings • paper clips • pins, and other magnetic objects Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, B3, C2, C17, E8, I1 Activities: 1.



Have students list types and uses of magnets.



2.



Let students work in small groups to construct an electromagnet using wire, steel bar, and dry cells. Teacher may guide where necessary. Groups will then demonstrate the use of their electromagnets.



3.



Have groups use marked magnets to find and label poles on unmarked magnets.



4.



Have groups list five (5) reasons why magnets are important to people.
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11. Making an Electromagnet Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 11.1



construct a simple electromagnet



Materials: • Iron nails • copper wire • dry cells • paper clips • needles, other light metallic materials • magnets Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, D2, D3, D4, D5, E6, E7, E8 Activities: 1.



Engage students in a discussion of how cranes are used to lift vehicles. Have students share their experiences of seeing this either in reality or on the television set. Have them try to explain how it is possible for the large magnet to pick up the car and then release it at the appropriate time.



2.



Tell the students that you will give them the opportunity to make a small version of the type of magnet used on the crane. Ask if they can pick up a metal clip with a nail. Have them engage in short debate as to the possibilities of this happening.



3.



Group students and give each group a set of metals and have them try taking up one piece with another. Let them observe what happens. Give each group a magnet and let them try doing the same thing with it. Let students observe and compare results in both activities.



4.



Have students tell what they observe and why the results differed. Tell them that it is possible to get a nail to behave like a magnet. Have students remove the rubber insulation from a piece of connecting wire about twelve inches long. Wrap the middle section of the wire around an iron nail about five times. Attach the two ends of the wire to the terminals of a dry cell. Now have them try to pick up a paper clip.



5.



Disconnect one end of the wire from the dry cell while the paper clip is still attached to the nail. Students should observe that when the circuit is closed the nail behaves like a magnet and when the circuit is open it loses its magnetic characteristics. Introduce the term ‘electromagnet’ and explain to the students that the crane which was discussed operates on the same principle. It has a very large electromagnet.
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12. Exploring Electromagnets Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 12.1



identify the differences in strength of electromagnets



Materials: • Iron nails • copper wire • dry cells • paper clips • needles Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, D2, D3, D4, D5, E6, E7, E8 Activities: 1.



Draw students’ attention to the electromagnets they made in the last lesson. Tell them that they are going to have some fun with their electromagnets. Arrange a competition to see how many paper clips one electromagnet made from a two inch iron nail, a twelve inch copper wire, and one dry cell could pick up. Make sure that all electromagnets have the same number of coils.



2.



Have students work in groups to figure out ways to make the electromagnets stronger. Some solutions may include adding dry cells or changing the number of turns of wire around the nail.



3.



Give students opportunities to share their observations. They should be come to the conclusion that adding more dry cells or more coils around the nails will create a stronger magnetic force.



Competency Task: Have students make a rain warning device. It may be in the form of a sounder as shown below or it can be in the form of a light.
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Unit Overview This unit is a study of the structure of the solar system, the characteristics of the members of that system, and a more detailed look at the rotations and revolutions of the Earth and the Moon. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to



1. 2.



Describe and demonstrate the motions of the Earth and the Moon Describe the Solar System



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6



define the terms revolution and rotation, with respect to the Earth and the Moon describe how rotation of the Earth produces day and night demonstrate the passage of time with a sundial make models of the Earth and the Moon make a chart showing the phases (apparent changes in the shape) of the Moon observe and describe phases of the moon



2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4



describe the shape of the earth name the planets of our solar system describe the characteristics of each planet build a model of the solar system



3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6



explain ways that satellites are used demonstrate and explain how a satellite works explain how space probes have been used explain how rockets work explain how a satellite stays in orbit compare the advantages and disadvantages of space missions which carry humans and those carrying only remote sensing equipment discuss the impact of the space programme on the development of new technologies identify other effects that can be attributed to space technology



3.7 3.8
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1. Revolve and Rotate Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1



define the terms ‘rotation’ and ‘revolution’ with respect to the Earth and the Moon



Materials: • Globe • flashlight Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, C3, C14, D12, G7 Activities: 1.



Spin a globe counter clockwise, as viewed from the North Pole. Explain to the students that this is the direction that the Earth rotates on its axis. Hold a flashlight so that it shines horizontally on the globe. If the classroom lights are dimmed or turned off, the illustration of day and night is much stronger.



2.



Play a game called ‘rotate and revolve.’ Have one student stand in the centre of a large open area and represent the Sun. The rest form a circle around the centre. Since the Earth both rotates and revolves counter clockwise, this is the direction of motion for the game. When the person in the middle calls out ‘rotate’ the people in the circle must spin slowly on the ball of one foot in a counter clockwise direction. When the centre calls out ‘revolve’ the people in the circle walk slowly in a counter clockwise direction. If ‘rotate and revolve’ are called out, the circlers must spin on their feet and move slowly in a counter clockwise direction. When ‘stop’ is called, the circlers stop in exactly the direction they are facing when the call goes out. If ‘time’ is called, each circler must determine the time of day, based on the direction each is facing. If ‘stop’ is called when one is facing directly away from the Sun, the time is midnight. If facing toward the Sun, the time is noon. Intermediate directions produce times between those. The 24 hour clock could be introduced to allow estimation of these times. The A.M. or P.M. designation may also be used. After a suitable pause for reflection on the answer to the call for time, the centre person calls the name of one person in the circle to give the answer. The rest of the circlers and the person in the centre can evaluate the answer.



3.



Review definitions for rotate and revolve. (The Earth rotates on its axis and it revolves around the Sun.)
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2. Day and Night Night Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1



observe and describe how rotation of the Earth produces day and night



Materials: • Table • Flashlight • dark shirt • small hand mirror • small dark room Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, C3, C14, D3, D12, G7, H1, I1 Activities: 1.



Have three students volunteer to be the Sun, Moon, and Earth. The student representing the Earth will wear the dark shirt. The student holding the flashlight represents the Sun, and the one holding the mirror represents the Moon.



2.



The student with the flashlight will turn it on and point it toward the Earth who should be standing about 3 feet from the Sun and wearing a dark shirt. The Sun is to be the only source of light in the room.



3.



The Earth will slowly turn counter clockwise while the Moon stands at an angle which allows light from the Sun to be reflected on the side of the earth away from the Sun. The turning represents the rotation of the Earth on its axis.



4.



As the Earth completes its rotation the other students observe the difference in the amount of light which strikes the shirt from both the Sun and the Moon.



Teacher Notes: This activity needs to be performed in a dark room. Ensure that students observe that the light which shines on the shirt from the flashlight is the sunlight which is seen during the day by the people on the side facing the Sun. The dark side away from the Sun represents the night. The reflected light from the mirror is not as bright as the light directly from the flashlight and this represents moonlight. The night time is very dark when the Moon is not in position to reflect the Sun’s light onto the Earth.
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3. Telling Time by the Sun Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 3.1



demonstrate the passage of time with a sundial



Materials: • Cardboard 12 in x 12 in. (30 cm x 30 cm) • Pencil • masking tape • compass • watch • marking pen Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, B3, C1, D3, D5 Activities: 1.



Have students draw a circle in the centre of the cardboard square and mark the letter N on the edge of the circle to represent the North Pole. Push the pencil through the centre of the circle and tape it upright.



2.



Use the compass to find North and turn the cardboard so the N faces the North Pole. Mark the position of the centre of the pencil’s shadow on the circle and write the time there.



3.



Repeat the previous step several times during the day and use the sundial to tell the time of day.



Teacher Note: Follow this lesson with a review of the lesson on lunar and solar eclipses found in the unit on light.
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4. Modelling the Earth and the Moon Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 4.1



make models of the Earth and the Moon



Materials: • Large balloons • small balloons • wallpaper paste • newspapers • scissors • string • paints • water • metric rulers • large pen Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, B3, D4, D13, E6, E8, I1 Activities: 1.



Teach students how to make paper mash using the following instructions: Cut the newspapers into thin strips. Soak these overnight in a pan of water. Blow up 2 balloons. Tie them tightly with pieces of string. The balloons will represent the Earth and the Moon. The diameter of the Earth is about four times the diameter of the Moon. Therefore, the large balloon should be at least four times larger than that of the small balloon. However, it will be easier if you make the Moon a little larger. Mix up the wallpaper paste. Dip your strips of paper into the paste. Put these around the balloons. Keep adding strips of paper around the balloon. Let the newspaper dry.



2.



When your models dry, sketch the Caribbean on the Earth. You may draw other countries too. Paint the Moon yellow. (Refer to diagrams if necessary)
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5. Phases of the Moon Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 5.1 5.2



make a chart showing the phases (apparent changes in the shape) of the Moon observe and describe phases of the Moon



Materials: • Models of the Earth and Moon • lamps - 100 watt bulbs • chart with phases of the Moon Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: D3, D4, D17, G6, H1, I1 Activities: 1.



Put students in pairs. Turn on the lamp in front of the room. Close the windows and doors and turn off the lights in the room. One student will hold the model Earth and his/her partner will hold the Moon so that it is level with the Earth.



2.



Stand at the corners of the room and observe that the light hits both the Earth and the Moon. The two students in each pair are to slowly turn around in a circle. Follow the arrows in the diagrams. Observe how the light strikes the Moon at each position in the diagram



Competency Task: Have students draw and label pictures of all phases of the Moon to show how it looked in each position. They should shade in the parts of the Moon that are dark. Teachers Notes: It takes about 28 days for the moon to revolve around the earth. The time it takes from new moon back to new moon is about one month.
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6. Shape of the Earth Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 8.1 describe the shape of the earth Materials: • Worksheet with drawing a sphere or circle Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C6, D3, H1, I1, I2 Activities: 1.



Ask students to imagine that the earth was a solid mass without any water and to explain what would happen if they started walking in one direction from any point.



2.



Have them describe how their explanation in #1 helps them to determine the shape of the earth.



3.



After students come to a consensus on the shape of the earth ask them to list other objects with a similar shape. Write all answers on the chalkboard.



4.



Have each student draw a picture to illustrate one of the round items on the list. Label each picture. Put the finished pictures in a cover to make book or display them on a bulletin board.



Competency Task: Have students make a drawing of the earth including lines of longitude and latitude along with some land mass. Ensure that the spherical shape of the earth is maintained. Teacher Note: Some students may confuse things that are round like a circle and things that are round like a sphere. Use the worksheet to help clarify these two concepts.
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7. The Planets in Our Solar System Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 7.1 7.2 7.3



name the planets in our solar system describe the characteristics of each planet build a model of the solar system



Materials: • Science is Adventuring book 6 pg. 174 - 179 or other printed material on the planets including magazines, encyclopaedias, etc. Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C3, D2, D3, E4, E5, H1, I1 Activities: 1. Advise students that today they will be engaged in a literature search. Distribute printed materials and ask them to find out as much as they can about planets. The following tasks may provide guidance: a. How many planets are in the solar system? b. Name the planets. c. Identify the largest planet. d. Identify the smallest planet. e. Which planet is the furthest away from the Sun? f. Which is the closest planet to the Sun? g. Which planet revolves around the Sun fastest? h. Which planets can be seen from the Earth with the naked eyes? i. Which planets are larger than the Earth? j. How many Moons does the Earth have? 2.



Have students build a model of the solar system and label the different components. The following distance scale can be used to construct a class model along six metres of a classroom wall. Make a large circle of paper to represent the Sun. for each planet, draw a dot and write the name on a piece of paper. Tack or tape the papers to the wall at the distances indicated on the scale. From the edge of the Sun, the distances are: Mercury 6 cm Saturn 1.36 m Venus 10 cm Uranus 2.80 m Earth 14 cm Neptune 4.28 m Mars 22 cm Jupiter 74 cm Note: Pluto is no longer considered to be a planet because it does not meet the requirements for being a planet: • It needs to orbit the Sun • It needs to have enough gravity to pull itself into a sphere • It needs to have “cleared the neighbourhood” of its orbit. Or, in other words, it needs to dominate the space around it (Pluto is not the largest body in that area of space) A good article on this matter can be found at: http://www.universetoday.com/13573/why-pluto-is-no-longer-a-planet/
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8. Uses of Satellites in Space Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 9.1



explain ways that satellites are used



Materials: • Television set • VCR • films of satellites • straws • masking tape • milk can • string • empty toilet paper roll Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, A2, D2, F1, F3, I1, I5 Activities: 1. Brainstorm students to get answers to the question, “What is a satellite?” have students indicate whether they have seen one before, and how it looks. 2. Display a picture of a satellite and elicit a definition. Expected response: A satellite is an object that orbits or revolves around another object. Satellites can be artificial (man-made) or natural, e.g. moon. 3. Ask students to form groups and have each group conduct research to find out how satellites are used in space. Have a leader of each group report on the many ways satellites are used. Examples may include communication, research, surveillance, photography, etc. 4.



As information is shared the general list may be further specified into the following: a. to send television pictures around the world b. gather information about the weather or to take pictures c. transmit news about global events d. provide information in real time Others may be added as is necessary.



5.



Lead students to make a generalization that “Satellites affect our daily lives”. Have them view films of satellites to get a better appreciation for their uses.



Competency Task: Ask students to do the following: construct a simple artificial satellite
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9. How the Communication Satellite Works Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 10.1



demonstrate and explain how a satellite works



Materials: • Flashlight • flat mirror • helper • modeling clay (plasticine) Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: B1, C15, D2, D3, D8, D16 Activities: 1.



Tell students that you would like them to help you solve the following problem. Your friend, Brian, is stuck in one room and his friend, Kim, is in another. He wants her to see his position in the room but she cannot go to the door. He has a flashlight, a penknife, and a set of keys. There is a mirror on the table next to the door. How will Kim see Brian?



2.



Place students in groups and have each group form hypotheses as tentative solutions to the problem. Allow the groups to share their hypotheses and come to a consensus on the most workable one. Let them test the chosen hypothesis.



3.



You can introduce students to the following experiment if they did not choose the related hypothesis about reflection of light. Ask students to use only the plasticine to stand the mirror on a table positioned near the open door. [Use either an adjoining classroom or the corridor.] Have one person stand in the next room so that he/she can see the mirror but not see you. Shine the light on the surface of the mirror. You and your helper need to find a position that allows the light to reflect from the mirror so that your helper sees the light, but does not see you. See the diagram.



4.



Conduct the experiment and have individuals explain what they observed. The light beam is sent from Brian to the mirror and is seen by a person in another room. This happens because the shiny surface of the mirror reflects the light.



5.



Explain to students that radio waves, like the light, can be reflected from smooth surfaces and directed to receivers at different places around the World. A signal sent to an orbiting satellite is bounced back at an angle to a receiver many miles away from the sender. In this way satellites help to communicate information from one place to another.
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10. Uses of Space Probes Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 11.1



explain how space probes have been used



Materials: • Television set • VCR • tapes of space probes • drawing paper Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: B1, C15, D2, D3, D8, D16, G4 Activities: 1.



Engage students in a discussion about how scientists get information about objects in space. Lead discussion to the use of space probes. Explain that the Pioneer 10, launched on March 3, 1972, has now passed through our Solar System and is heading into the deep space of our Milky Way galaxy. On this space probe a message about human knowledge and life on this planet has been etched on a gold-anodized aluminum plate. If there is intelligent life beyond our Solar System, then perhaps some day in the distant future the information placed on that plaque may be important in establishing communication with such life.



2.



Ask students to suggest what information people felt was important enough to place on this plaque. Next have the students design their own space plaque to be placed in the next deep space mission. Have them explain what they put on their plaques, and why they felt that information is important.



3.



An extension of Activity 2 could be to have the students build a time capsule which contains important information about your school, the community, and the culture. Arrange to have the capsule placed in the cornerstone of a new building being erected in the community, with an inscription commemorating the project. This will enable people at some later time to learn about their past.



4.



Allow students to view films of space probes. Identify different probes used in the late 1950's, such as, sounding rockets, lunar and planetary probes, etc. Students will notice that space probes, like satellites, give information on things or happenings around us.



Competency Task: Have students research projects carried out by probes such as Voyager 1, Voyager 2, Pioneer, Mariner, and Venera to see how they helped to increase our knowledge of the solar system.
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11. How Rockets Work Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 11.1



explain how rockets work



Materials: • Balloons • Straws • scotch tape • string Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C1, C15, D2, F1, G4 Activities: 1.



Have students work in groups and them try to figure out among themselves how a rocket works. Give them some time to share their suggestions.



2.



Have them do the following activity which demonstrates how rockets work. Inflate the balloon and hold the mouth of the balloon shut between your fingers. Release the balloon and observe as it moves freely. Have students use their observations to explain how a rocket works.



3.



This activity will help to clarify their ideas. Pass a string through a plastic drinking straw and tie the string across the classroom. Inflate a cylindrical balloon and keep the opening shut while the balloon is taped to the straw at one end of the room. Now release the balloon and observe what happens. As the air is released from the balloon in one direction the balloon travels in the opposite direction.



Teachers’ Notes: When the inflated balloon is closed, the air inside pushes equally in all directions. As the air leaves the balloon, the opening moves back and forth, acting like a rudder directing the balloon in its irregular path through the air. The balloon, like a rocket, moves because of Newton’s Third Law of Motion, which states that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. In the case of the balloon, the rudder pushes on the air inside (action), forcing it out of the opening. The air pushes on the balloon (reaction). The reaction force of air pushes the balloon in the opposite direction of the action force. Like the balloon space craft are able to move forward due to action-reaction forces. The engine of a rocket produces gases that are pushed out of the exhaust (action), and the gas applies a force on the rocket, causing it to lift.
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12. Keeping Satellites in Orbit Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 13.1



explain how a satellite stays in orbit



Materials: • Large empty milk can • masking tape • manila paper • pencil • scissors • glass marble Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C1, C15, D2, D8, F1, G4 Activities: 1.



Ask students to tell you why a satellite stays in orbit. List the various responses then help students to demonstrate why a satellite stays in orbit.



2.



On the manila paper draw a circle 22 inch (55 cm) in diameter. Cut around the circle, then cut out a wedge (pie slice) that is one eighth of the circle. Overlap the circle to form a cone that fits snugly in the milk can with most of the cone sticking out of the top of the can. Tape the cone so it does not open up. Tape the cone to the outside of the can Roll marble around the top of the cone as fast as possible and observe its movement.



3.



Have students describe their observations. The marble rolls around inside of the cone and its path begins to curve downward as the speed of the marble slows. The marble finally moves to the bottom of the cone and stops.



Competency Task: Allow students to write a short explain what keeps a satellite in space.



Teacher’s Notes: The paper offers a continuous resistance to the marble downward. As the forward speed of the marble to move down the cone toward the bottom. Satellites would continue to circle the Earth if they never lose their forward motion, but like the marble, as their speed decreases, gravity pulls them towards the Earth. Planets and Moons are examples of satellites. Since they orbit another celestial body; they would crash if their forward speed decreased.
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13. Impact of Space Technology Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 13.1 13.2 13.3



compare the advantages and disadvantages of space missions which carry humans and those carrying only remote sensing equipment discuss the impact of the space programme on the development of new technologies identify other effects that can be attributed to space technology



Materials: • Television set • VCR • videos of space probes • model telescope (if available) • pictures of satellites and telescopes • magazine articles giving research information Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, A2, B1, C15, D2, D3, D8, D16 Activities: 1.



Have students review the information the learned about space through their study of the space probes. Give them opportunities to discuss the advantages of space probes carrying human beings. Some time may be spent focusing on the current International Space Station, an example of international cooperation. Next have them discuss the disadvantages of having humans on some of those missions. Look for example at Pioneer 10 which was launched since 1972 and is already out of our solar system. A human being would not survive the conditions involved in that thirty-year mission.



2.



Have students examine the advantages and disadvantages of having remote sensing equipment on board the space probes rather than humans. [Please research this ahead of the class so that you could engage students in a meaningful discussion.]



3.



Lead a discussion on the impact of space probes on new technologies. The focus of the discussion could be on agriculture, business, medicine, and information technology. Consider the usefulness of telescopes such as the Hubble telescope which is transmitting so much information about outer space.



4.



Introduce students to the world’s first orbiting satellite, Sputnik, launched by the Soviet Union. Help students to appreciate the fact that the research done by the Soviet Union has led to the discovery of new problems facing cosmonauts (or astronauts) who remain in a confined space for a long time. Be prepared to share with your class some of the problems with which astronauts are faced in space.



5.



Help students examine a recent production related to science fiction to explore how space travel and exploration have enhanced television and motion pictures. As an example have students look at a Star Wars or Star Trek video to hear how the sound effects in space combat mimic the sound of jet
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fighters in the atmosphere. Note that space is a vacuum and sound does not travel through a vacuum. 6.



Caution students that space exploration is sometimes accompanied by tragedy. Draw attention to the recent explosion of the shuttle carrying the first teacher into space. Research other tragedies that occurred in relation to space travel. Identify those factors that can be attributed to human error and what changes may have taken place as a result. This would help students to understand that while technology has benefits, it also has limitations.
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Explanations of the Factors in the Dimensions Dimensions of Scientific Scientific and Technological Literacy (Sourced from 2001/2002 Science and Technology Curriculum Guide for Primary Schools)



A. Nature of Science The scientifically literate person understands the nature of science and scientific knowledge. Science is both public and private. Science experiences should introduce students to the private and intuitive aspects of scientific inquiry and discovery as well as to the more formal aspects of science. The nature of scientific knowledge is such that it is: A1



public/private Science is based on evidence, developed privately by individuals or groups, which is shared publicly with others. This provides other individuals with the opportunity to examine the evidence and the conclusions. Example:



A2



Students keep classroom journals of their observations and then share their findings with other members of the class.



historic Past science knowledge should be viewed in its historical context and not be degraded on the basis of present knowledge. Example:



A3



Louis Pasteur discovered the process of heating milk to kill germs. Today, milk is pasteurized.



holistic All branches of science are interrelated. Example:



A4



The principles of chemistry govern how an animal digests food.



replicable Science is based on evidence which could be obtained by other people working in a different place and at a different time under similar conditions. Example:



A5



A group of students all perform the same experiment and discover similarities in their results.



empirical Scientific knowledge is based on experimentation or observation. Example:



A6



Scientists perform experiments and gather data from the things they observe.



probabilistic Science does not make absolute predictions or explanations.
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unique The nature of scientific knowledge and the procedures for generating new are different from those in other fields of knowledge such as philosophy. Example:



A8



Science and philosophy use different methods to understand nature.



tentative Scientific knowledge is subject to change. It does not claim to be truth in an absolute and final sense. This does not lessen the value of knowledge for the scientifically literate person. Example:



A9



As new data becomes available, theories are modified to encompass the old and the new data. Our views since 1900 of atomic structure have changed considerably for this reason.



human/culture related Scientific knowledge is a product of humankind. It involves creative imagination. The knowledge is shaped by and from concepts that are a product of culture. Example:



The use-of biotechnology has resulted in changes in rapeseed to remove erucic acid. This has led to the development of improved varieties of canola oil for human consumption.



B. Nature of Technology The technologically literate person understands the nature of technology and its end results. Technology is both public and private. Technological activities should introduce students to the private and creative aspects of problem solving and decision making as well as to the more formal aspects of industry. The nature of technology is such that it is: B1



public/private Technology results in new products, developed privately by individuals or groups, which are shared publicly with others. This provides other individuals with the opportunity to examine the gadgets and determine utilitarian value. Example:



B2



Students design paper animals and then share their designs with other members of the class.



historic Past invention should be viewed in its historical context and not be degraded on the basis of more advanced products. Example:



John Stringfellow built the first powered flying machine which made short, sustained flights up to 40 yards. Today, space crafts visit other planets.
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replicable Technology results in new products which could be developed by other people working in a different place and at a different time under similar conditions. Example:



B4



A group of students all design paper aeroplanes from the same materials and discover similarities in their results.



dependent Technology depends on accurate scientific information and cannot violate scientific laws. Example:



B5



Knowledge about the refraction of light led to the development of optical instruments such as spectacles, binoculars, and telescopes.



precise Technology solves problems of human adaptation to the environment. Precision in the development of new products is crucial in ensuring public safety as well as the optimum use of the product. Example:



B6



A motor vehicle company recalled a shipment of cars and replaced front shocks since the front tires of those vehicles were wearing badly due to imperfect shocks.



economic The products of technology are designed for human consumption. Cost-risk-benefits will be taken into consideration when plans are made for development of a new product. Example:



B7



The production cost of a new and improved skin lotion had to be taken into account before the selling price could be determined.



social/political Technological activity leads logically to enhancing physical survival through the meeting of various social needs. It impacts on political systems by generating citizens who can think technologically and make informed decisions. Example:



B8



After doing a needs assessment Government decides to train individuals in various aspects of engineering. These persons will then be responsible for managing infra structural development in the country thus providing adequate housing, water, and electricity supplies for consumers.



novel/innovative Technological solutions take the form of new or improved products or services. Example:



Cooking some vegetables destroys most of their nutrients. The juicer provides an innovative method of getting optimum nutrients from these vegetables.
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human/culture related Technology allows people to solve problems of humankind. It involves creative imagination. The solutions are provided by and through knowledge of scientific concepts that are a product of culture. Example:



The use of biotechnology has resulted in the development of chemical fertilizers. This has led to improved yields of fruits and vegetables for human consumption.



C. Key Science Concepts The scientifically literate person understands and accurately applies appropriate science concepts, principles, laws, and theories in interacting with society and the environment. Among the key concepts of science are: C1



change Change is the process of becoming different. It may involve several stages. Examples:



C2



An organism develops from an egg, matures, and eventually dies. Rocks are eroded.



interaction This happens when two or more things influence or affect each other. Example:



C3



Some animals living in the same place have to compete for available food and space.



orderliness This is a regular sequence which either exists in nature or is imposed through classification. Example:



C4



The earth moves about the sun in a regular manner.



organism An organism is a living thing or something that was once alive. Example:



C5



Plants and animals are organisms.



perception Perception is the interpretation of sensory input by the brain.



C6



Example: symmetry



In cricket, a fielder will run to the spot where a ball is likely to land.
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Some animals appear to have matching halves. Most wall paper patterns exhibit symmetry.



force A force is a push or a pull. Examples:



C8



A magnet can pick up a paper clip. Pedalling a bicycle causes it to move.



quantification Numbers can be used to convey important information. Examples:



C9



There are 60 seconds in one minute. There are 206 bones in the human body



reproducibility of results Repetition of a procedure should produce the same results if all other conditions are identical. It is a necessary characteristic of scientific experiments. Example:



C10



When a small ice cube is placed in a bucket of warm water, the ice cube will melt.



cause-effect It is how one thing affects another. Example:



C11



A frightened bird may fly away.



predictability Patterns can be identified in nature. From those patterns inferences can be made. Examples:



C12



When a seed receives enough moisture in a warm place it will germinate. From this, one might predict that to keep seeds from germinating they should be kept dry.



conservation An understanding of the finite nature of the world's resources, and an understanding of the necessity to treat those resources with prudence and economy, are underlying principles of conservation. Examples:



C13



Stopping dripping faucets will save water. Smaller, more efficient cars can be designed to use less fuel.



energy-matter
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It is the interchangeable and dependent relationship between energy and matter. Example: C14



When a candle burns, some of the energy stored in the wax is released as heat and light.



cycle Certain events or conditions are repeated. Examples:



C15



Water from the earth goes into the atmosphere as clouds and returns to the earth as rain. A pendulum on a clock swings back and forth in a regular manner.



model A model is a representation of something. Examples: A globe is a model of the earth. Marbles and Styrofoam balls can be used to make models which represent atoms.



C16



system A set of interrelated parts forms a system. Example:



C17



The earth is a planet in the solar system. A stereo sound system consists of speakers, an amplifier, input devices, such as a CD player, and other parts which are all connected together.



field A field is something which fills all space and which can influence something else. Example:



C18



Two similar magnetic poles repel one another. If a ball is thrown into the air, it returns to the earth because of the pull of gravity.



population A population is a group of organisms that share common characteristics. Example:



C19



A human population is a group of people living together in a particular place.



probability Probability is the relative degree of certainty that can be assigned to certain events happening in a specified time interval or within a sequence of events. Example:



C2O



The probability of getting some types of cancer increases with prolonged exposure to large doses of radiation.



theory
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A theory is a connected and internally consistent group of sentences, equations, models, or a combination of these, which serves to explain things and events. Example: C21



One theory suggests that there are periodic mass extinctions of species.



accuracy Accuracy involves a recognition that there is uncertainty in measurement and the correct use of significant figures. Example:



C22



A watch with a minute hand is more accurate for measuring time than an hourglass.



time-space It is a mathematical framework in which it is convenient to describe objects and events. Example:



An average human being has an extension in one direction of approximately 1 3/4 metres and in another direction of about 70 years



D. Processes of Science The scientifically literate person uses the processes of science in solving problems, making decisions, and furthering understanding of society and the environment. Complex or integrated processes include those which are more basic. The ability to use the science processes will facilitate learning. The processes of science include: D1



classifying Classifying is a systematic procedure used to impose order on collections of objects or events. Example:



D2



Objects can be grouped in a variety of ways, such as by size, shape, or colour.



communicating Communicating is any one of several procedures for transmitting information from one person to another. Example:



D3



Writing reports, or participating in discussions in class are examples of communicating.



observing and describing This is one of the most basic processes of science. The senses are used to obtain information about the environment. Example:



Students record the present weather conditions each morning at 9 o'clock.
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working cooperatively This involves an individual working productively as a member of a team for the benefit of the team's goals. Example:



D5



Students share responsibilities in the completion of an experiment.



measuring An instrument is used to obtain a quantitative value associated with some characteristic of an object or event. Example:



D6



The length of a table could be determined to the nearest millimetre with the correct measuring device.



questioning It is the ability to raise problems or points for investigation or discussion. Example:



D7



A student should be able to create directed questions about observed events. When egrets are observed, questions such as. "Why do egrets flock to migrate from one place to another?" and "How do birds know where to go?" should direct further inquiry.



using numbers This involves counting or measuring to express ideas, observations, or relationships, often as a compliment to the use of words. Example:



D8



One orange had seven seeds in it, while another orange had no seeds.



hypothesizing It is stating a tentative generalization which may be used to explain a relatively large number of events but which is subject to immediate or eventual testing by experiments. Example:



D9



Ask students to explain what they think might happen to a plant if it is placed in a dark place for several days. Then ask them to explain how to design and conduct experiments to test their explanations.



inferring It is explaining an observation in terms of previous experience. Example:



D10



Because clay is a less permeable material, puddles of water do not soak away as quickly on clay soil as they do on sandy soil.



predicting This involves determining future outcomes on the basis of previous information. Example:



Anticipate whether or not it is likely to rain later in the day based on current cloud conditions.
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controlling variables Controlling variables is based on identifying and managing the conditions that may influence a situation or event. Example:



D12



In order to test the effect of fertilizer on plant growth, all other factors which may be important in the plant’s growth must be identified and kept similar so that the effect of the fertilizer can be seen.



interpreting data This important process is based on finding a pattern in a collection of the data. It can lead to a generalization. Example:



D13



The grass under a rug which is thrown on a lawn turns yellow. Removing the rug will eventually allow the grass to become green again. One might infer from the observations that, a lack of light or an increase in pressure on the plants, caused them to turn yellow.



formulating models Models are used to represent an object or event. Example:



D14



The globe is a model of the earth.



problem solving Scientific knowledge is generated by, and used for, asking questions about the natural world. Quantitative methods are frequently employed. Example:



D15



A student sees a bat one evening and cannot remember ever seeing one during the day. A question arises: “Why is it that I have never seen a bat before dark?” This leads to a series of investigations and research in an attempt to find the answer to the question.



analysing It is examining scientific ideas and concepts to determine their essence or meaning. Example:



D16



Groups of students observe satellite weather images. Each group tries to develop a forecast based on the satellite images and their knowledge of weather patterns, the characteristics of weather systems, the motion of weather systems, and so on.



designing experiments Designing experiments involves planning a series of data-gathering operations which will provide a basis for testing a hypothesis or answering a question. Example:



D17



Automobile manufacturers test seat belt performance in crash tests.



using time-space relationships
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These are the two criteria used to describe the location of things. Example: D18



The position of a star on any given date can be determined from astronomical reference tables.



consensus making Consensus making is reaching an agreement when a diversity of opinions exits. Example:



D19



Discussion of disposal of toxic waste, based on student research, gives students a chance to evaluate information.



defining operationally Constructing a definition from what has been done and what has been observed. Example:



D20



The anther of a flower can be defined as the swollen part of the stamen where the pollen grains are produced.



synthesizing This refers to the ability to put parts together to form a new whole. Example:



A group of students may formulate a plan for an experiment, or a new scheme for classifying objects (or events, or ideas).



E. Processes of Technology The technologically competent person uses the processes of technology to create designs for artefacts and for inventing. These processes can also be used to design systems of working, such as setting up a production line to make a large number of boxes. The processes of technology include: E1



problem identification The technological process usually begins with recognition of suitable needs for which products can be devised. The problem is then clearly defined based on perceived needs. Example:



E2



Students need a container for storing pencils. A suitable problem may be how a box can be made for storing pencils in the classroom.



reasoning This involves generating and discussing ideas for the solution of problems. Example:



Given a particular problem, students draw on their own knowledge as well as previous experiences to suggest possible solutions to the problem.
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researching This involves searching the literature and other sources to get information on both complimenting and constraining factors in the development of a particular product. Example:



E4



Students take apart a number of boxes to get information on different ways of constructing a box.



data collection Assembling information on a number of possible solutions to a problem. Example:



E5



Students work in small groups to find ways of constructing simple, closed electrical circuits.



data analysis The technologist examines all data collected for possible solutions to a problem. This allows the best solution to be chosen based on previously set criteria. Example:



E6



The chefs in a Kentucky Fried Chicken chain produce different suggestions for making an improved spicy chicken sandwich. After careful consideration of all, the best one was chosen and the green light given to begin production.



creativity Creativity is best describes as the ability to create or generate ideas, processes, experiences, or objects. Example:



E7



A group of students are given the task of finding as many ways as possible to move a big pile of sand from one side of the playground to the other.



designing Producing the first solution to a problem through means such as drawings or rough sketches, descriptions, or models. Example:



E8



An architect makes a miniature model of a resort to show positions of cottages, tennis court, swimming pool, museum, sales office, etc.



making This involves carrying out the design idea by constructing the first solution. Example:



E9



The new stadium has been constructed based on plans drawn by ACE Architectural Services Ltd.



testing Technologists recognize that there is an element of risk in the use of any new product. New products are, therefore, subjected to a series of tests so that both the developers and the consumers can be assured of their utilitarian value.
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Car manufacturers have their vehicles test driven under various conditions before those vehicles are placed on the market.



evaluating In addition to testing, technologists evaluate their products in terms of functional efficiency, aesthetic effects, and social/economic/political aspects. Example:



E11



The President of a large razor company was presented with a beautifully crafted razor designed for women. He deliberately let it slip from his hand while examining it and, picking up the cracked gadget, he said to his designer, "There, she has beauty but she lacks durability."



modifying It is likely that the first attempt at a new product may not adequately satisfy the need, or meet the desired standard. Therefore, there will be need for refinement and repeating of certain stages in the process. Example:



The general public is expressing concern that cars are adding to the pollution problems in cities. Car manufacturers are finding new ways to build engines which are more efficient at burning fuel thus reducing waste toxic emissions.



F. Science-Technology-society-Environment Interrelationships The scientifically literate person understands and appreciates the joint enterprises of science and technology and the interrelationships of these with each other. Some of the factors involved in the interrelationships among science, technology, and the environment are: F1



science and technology Science and technology are different, although they often overlap and depend on each other. Example:



F2



The invention of the microscope led to new discoveries about cells.



scientists and technologists are human Vocations in science and technology are open to most people. Example:



F3



By researching the biographies of famous scientists, students can begin to appreciate the human elements of science and technology.



impact of science and technology
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Scientific and technological developments have real and direct effects on every person's life. Some effects are desirable; others are not. Some of the desirable effects may have undesirable side effects. In essence, there seems to be a trade-off principle working in which gains are accompanied by losses. Example:



F4



As our society continues to increase its demands on energy consumption and consumer goods, we are likely to attain a higher standard of living while allowing further deterioration of the environment to occur.



science, technology, and the environment Science and technology can be used to monitor environmental quality. Society has the ability and responsibility to educate and legislate environmental quality and the wise usage of natural resources, to ensure quality of life for this and succeeding generations. Example.



F5



Everyone should share in the responsibility of conservation of energy.



public understanding gap A considerable gap exists between scientific and technological knowledge, and public understanding of it. Constant effort is required by scientists, technologists, and educators to minimize this gap. Examples:



F6



Some people mistakenly believe that radiation causes food to become radioactive. Folklore has it that the best time to plant potatoes in the second quarter of the year is during the full moon.



resources for science and technology Science and technology require considerable resources in the form of talent, time, and money. Example:



F7



Further advances in space exploration may require the collective efforts of many nations working together to find the necessary time, money, and, resources.



variable positions It is normal for scientists and technologists to disagree among themselves, even though they may invoke the same scientific theories and data. Example:



F8



There is debate about whether or not controlled burning should be used in national parks.



limitations of science and technology Science and technology cannot guarantee a solution to any specific problem. In fact, the ultimate solution to any problem is usually impossible, and a partial or temporary solution is all that is ever possible. Example:



The solutions that technology now proposes for nuclear waste storage often have significant limitations and are, at best, only short-term solutions until better ones can be found.
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social influence on science and technology The selection of problems investigated by scientific and technological research is influenced by the needs, interests, and financial support of society. Example:



The race to put a person on the moon illustrates how priorities can determine the extent to which the study of particular scientific and technological problems are sanctioned and thus allowed to be investigated.



G. Scientific and Technical Skills The scientifically literate person has developed numerous manipulative skills associated with science and technology. The list of skills that follows represents manipulative skills important to the achievement of scientific literacy: G1



using magnifying instruments Example:



G2



A student demonstrates proficiency in the use of a magnifying lens, a microscope, a telescope, an overhead projector, or a microphone.



using natural environments The student uses natural environments effectively and in appropriately sensitive ways (i. e., collecting, examining and reintroducing specimens). Example:



G3



Students can do a study of the margin of a pond by observing and describing a particular section at two week intervals for three months. After they collect and examine specimens, they should reintroduce them to their natural environment.



using equipment safely The student demonstrates safe use of equipment in the laboratory, in the classroom, and in everyday experiences. Example:



G4



A student recognizes a situation where goggles should be worn, and puts them on before being instructed to wear them.



using audio-visual aids The student independently uses audio-visual aids in communicating information. (Audio-visual aids include such things as: drawings, photographs, collages, television, radio, video cassette recorders, overhead projectors, etc.) Examples:



G5



A student explains to the teacher how to operate the VCR. A student uses a camera to record natural phenomena.



measuring distance
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The student accurately measures distance with appropriate instruments such as rulers, metre sticks, or trundle wheels. Example: G6



Determine the length and width of a room using a metre stick.



manipulative ability The student demonstrates the ability to handle objects with skill and dexterity. Example:



G7



A student uses a pair of tweezers and a hand magnifier to examine the inside of a flowering plant.



measuring time The student accurately measures time with appropriate instruments such as a watch, an hour-glass, or any device which exhibits periodic motion. Example:



G8



A student uses a stopwatch to measure accurately short periods of time.



measuring volume The student measures volume directly with graduated containers. The student also measures volume indirectly using calculations from mathematical relations. Example:



G9



Read the volume of a graduated cylinder.



measuring temperature The student accurately measures temperature with a thermometer. Example:



G10



Place a thermometer where an accurate measurement can be obtained, and read to the nearest 0.5"C.



measuring mass The student accurately measures mass with a double beam balance or by using other appropriate techniques. Example:



G11



Use a balance to determine the mass of an object.



using electronic instruments The student can use electronic instruments that reveal physical or chemical properties, or monitor biological functions. Example:



G12



Use a digital thermometer to measure the body temperature of several people.



using quantitative relationships
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The students uses mathematical expressions correctly. Examples:



Calculate the volume of a cube given the length of one side. Calculate volume from area and height data.



H. Values that Underlie Science The scientifically literate person interacts with society and the environment in ways that are consistent with the values that underlie science. The values that underlie science include: H1



longing to know and understand Knowledge is desirable. Inquiry toward the generation of knowledge is a worthy investment of time and other resources. Example:



H2



A group of four students asks the teacher if they can do a Science Challenge project on a topic that they are all interested in.



questioning Questioning is important. Some questions are of greater value than others because they lead to further understanding through scientific inquiry. Example:



H3



Students ask questions about things they see happening around them.



search for data and their meaning Data can be used to explain many things. In some cases immediate practical applications of value to humankind are the result of interpreting data. Example:



H4



A class performs a research project to observe the weather, record data, and search for patterns or meaning in the data.



valuing natural environments Our survival depends on our ability to sustain the essential balance of nature. There is intrinsic beauty to be found in nature. Example:



On a field trip the actions of the participants should be considerate toward and conserving of all components of the ecosystem.
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respect for logic Correct and valid inferences are important. It is essential that conclusions and actions be subject to doubt. Example:



H6



Error in logic are recognized. Information is viewed critically with respect to the logic used.



consideration of consequence It is frequent and thoughtful review of the effects that certain actions will have. Examples:



H7



Experimental procedures can affect the outcome of the experiment. Transporting oil by tankers might cause an oil spill, with very serious - environmental consequences.



demand for verification Supporting data must be made public. Empirical tests must be conducted to assess the validity or accuracy of findings or assertions. Example:



Media reports and research are reviewed critically and compared to other sources of information before being accepted or rejected.



I. Science Related Interests and Attitudes The scientifically literate person has developed a unique view of science, technology, society and the environment as a result of science education, and continues to extend this education through-out life. Science-related interests and attitudes include: I1



interest The student exhibits an observable interest in science. Example:



I2



Students and teachers who spend a great deal of time outside class on science fair projects exhibit a keen interest in science.



confidence The student experiences a measure of self-satisfaction by participating in science and in understanding scientific things. Example:



I3



Students and teachers who read science literature are interested in discussing with others what they read.



continuous learner
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The individual has gained some scientific knowledge and continues some line of scientific inquiry. This may take many forms. Example: I4



A person joins a natural history society to learn more about wildlife.



media preference A student selects the most appropriate media, depending on the information needed, and on his or her present level of understanding. Example:



I5



A Grade 3 student might choose to watch a science programme on television rather than to read about the same topic in a scientific journal.



avocation The student pursues a science-related hobby. Example: By pursuing a hobby such as bird-watching, astronomy, or shell collecting, a student demonstrates a keen interest in science.



I6



response preference The way in which people behave can be an indication of whether or not they are striving to attain scientific literacy. Example:



I7



A person selects food in a fast food outlet based on its nutritional value. In an election, voters might consider the candidates' positions on environmental issues.



vocation The student considers a science-related occupation. Example:



I8



Teachers should encourage students to become interested in science related fields.



explanation preference The student chooses a scientific explanation over non-scientific explanation when it is appropriate to do so. The student also recognizes that there may be some circumstances in which it may not be appropriate to select a scientific explanation. Example:



I9



A student chooses to explain the causes of lightning and thunder based on a scientific explanation instead of on mythology.



valuing contributors The student values those scientists and technologists who have made significant contributions to humanity. Examples:



A person wears a T-shirt bearing the image of some famous scientist. Some students may hold the science teacher in very high regard.
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